
University of Hyderabad
Central University P.O., Hyderabad - 500046

O/o. the Controller of Examinations

Dated: 20-02-2021NOTIFICATION

Admissions 2020-2021 - List of Candidates for provisionally selected for admission to to Ph.D. Chemistry

The following candidates have been provisionally selected for admission, in order of merit, based on their
performance in the entrance examination and interview for admission to the first semester of Ph.D. Chemistry in
the School of Chemistry during the Academic Year 2020-2021 subject to fulfilling the minimum qualifications for
admission and other conditions given in the Prospectus for 2020-2021

No. UH/Acad/EE/PHDJAN2020/96(ML)

1 # 17098003 ABDUS SAMAD

2 16098030 PARVATHY M U

3 17098033 MADHU

4 # 16098016 GOPIKA PREMANAND P S

5 17098068 SHRUTI

6 17098070 SHYAM DUTT SANWAL

7 18098005 ARUNAVA  PATRA

8 18098040 SOUMYA SREE SAMAL

9 # 15098082 MAYKALWAR SHIVANI PRAKASH

10 15098081 MAYARANI RAKESH KUMAR PANDEY

11 # 16098032 SOUMYA FREDERICK

12 # 16098019 JIJI K

13 18098001 ANTARA DEY

14 # 17098079 TEENA

15 @ 17098041 NISHA

16 # 15098031 DANDE GEETHA

17 18098044 SUBHRA NANDY

18 15098162 Y S SIRISHA

19 # 17098080 UMA SHANKAR

20 18098027 RASHMITA PADHY

21 # 15098095 NALLAMILLI RAMBABU

22 15098138 SOURAV JANA

23 17098023 BHAVANA BHATT

24 18098024 PARAMITA PATTANAYAK

25 ** 15098103 PAWAR SONALI SHIVAJI

S.No HT No. Name

General Category

1 * 17098064 SHEETAL

2 * 15098003 ABHIJIT VITTHAL KAMBLE

3 * 18098034 SAYANI BARMAN

4 * 15098088 MILINDKUMAR YASHVANT BHATKAR

5 * 15098159 VISHALAKSHI BAJANTRI
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6 * 15098039 ETHADI KIRAN KUMAR

7 * 15098062 KODRU JEEVANI

8 * 15098002 A VIDYA

9 * 15098108 PERKA SATHISH

1 ** 15098103 PAWAR SONALI SHIVAJI

2 ** 17098006 AHMAD ALI

3 ** 17098032 LIYAQAT  ALI

4 ** 15098124 SABAVAT PREMDAS

5 ** 17098075 SUPONGSENLA

1 # 17098003 ABDUS SAMAD

2 # 16098016 GOPIKA PREMANAND P S

3 # 15098082 MAYKALWAR SHIVANI PRAKASH

4 # 16098032 SOUMYA FREDERICK

5 # 16098019 JIJI K

6 # 17098079 TEENA

7 # 15098031 DANDE GEETHA

8 # 17098080 UMA SHANKAR

9 # 15098095 NALLAMILLI RAMBABU

10 # 18098047 SUKHENDU MAHATA

11 # 15098035 DHANDU ARAVIND

12 # 18098004 ARUN PRAJAPATI

13 # 15098025 CHALAMALA RAJU

14 # 16098028 MALAVIKA GK

15 # 16098027 MAHESH M L

16 # 17098027 GOURAV KUMAR

17 # 17098031 KIRTI

18 # 18098026 RAJESH KUMAR

19 # 18098007 AYAN KUNDU

20 # 18098010 CHHANDA DEBNATH

21 # 16098013 ATHULYA V

1 @ 17098041 NISHA

2 @ 17098038 NEHA

3 @ 17098069 SHWETA SHARMA

4 @ 15098134 SHWETA

5 @ 17098057 RIYA SHARMA

Information and Instructions to the candidates.

1. In case of tie in the marks obtained in the entrance exam after the first criterion, it will be resolved by applying the
criterions given below at the time of admission. (The above will be applicable only when two or more candidates obtain
the same marks in the entrance exam and compete for one seat.)

a. First criterion: Marks obtained in Part - A of Entrance Exam (if applicable).
b. Second criterion: Marks obtained by the candidates in the qualifying degree/preceding examination. If the final result
is not available, then the marks up to the previous year/semester will be considered.
c. Third criterion: Marks obtained in the degree examination/public examination immediately preceding the qualifying
degree examination.
d. Fourth criterion: Marks obtained in the next lower public examination.

2. All candidates provisionally selected for admission will be required to upload scanned copy of certificates at:
https://admissions2020.uohyd.ac.in:824/ before 2:00 PM, 25-02-2021. Certificates are to be uploaded in pdf/jpeg
formats only. All candidates are required to pay Rs.8670/- towards the admission fee for the first semester of the
course. All PH candidates are required to pay Rs.4210/-.

3. The shortlisted candidates should pay the prescribed admission fee before the above deadline. The
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portal for certificate uploading and fee payment will freeze after the grace time at 11:59 PM on 25-02-2021 and no
opportunity will be given further.

4. (a) The candidates under reserved category, i.e. SC, ST and PH should upload the certificate in the prescribed
format issued by a competent authority in support of their claim without which their claim will not be considered and
their candidature will be summarily rejected..

(b) OBC candidates are required to upload the latest OBC certificate (obtained on or after 1.4.2017) in the format
prescribed by Govt. Of India (Click to download the OBC Certificate Format).

(c) EWS candidates shall be required to submit the EWS certificate in the Govt. of India format in support for their
claim for EWS seat (Click to download the EWS Certificate Format).

5. No further time beyond the deadline mentioned above will be granted for submission of any document. If the seats
remain vacant in the current round the same will be carried forward to the subsequent rounds.

6. Provisional Admission will be granted to the candidates in their order of merit after verification of the academic
credentials and the other documents, as applicable.

7. If the candidates after paying the fee could not secure a seat, the admission fee paid by him/her will be refunded
after the closing date of the University Admissions 2020 i.e. 08-03-2021.

8. In all case of disputes and unforeseen/contingency circumstances, the decision of the University will be final. Any
form of canvassing/malpractice will lead to disqualification/cancellation of candidature.

Brief Checklist for the Candidates for Uploading the Documents and Payment of fees

1. Carefully read and check the minimum eligibility criteria of the course applied for and ensure that you meet the
same. (Click for Prospectus)

2. Keep soft copy of all your academic credentials and Category certificate (if applicable)

3. If belong to OBC or EWS category ensure that you possess the certificate in Govt. of India format. Please note
that state BC certificates are not OBC Certificate and will not be accepted.

4. Keep your fee payment modes ready.

5. Log on to the e-gov portal for certificate upload and fee payment. Click:
https://admissions2020.uohyd.ac.in:824/

6. Carefully upload your documents and carefully read the mandatory declarations and undertakings. Check and
submit.

7. Pay your fees online via online banking/debit card/credit card. Please note that all refunds will be done to the bank
accounts of the candidate/parent. Carefully enter the bank details to which fee refund is to be made in case
admission is not confirmed. Keep a copy of your fee transaction statement for proof and future reference.

8. Wait for communication from the University. Candidates granted provisional admission will receive official
communication from the University to the registered email ID along with UoH student portal login details for
downloading Provisional Admit Card and Student ID card.

9. Physical verification of all the certificates will be done once the University reopens for the students.

Cancellation/Withdrawal of Admission
1. In case of cancellation/Withdrawal of admission, admitted students have to apply in the e-Gov portal.

2. Refund policy of the University of Hyderabad as mentioned in the prospectus. UGC guidelines in this regard will
be strictly followed for the fee refunds.

Devesh Nigam
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Note:- All the Short listed candidates are advised to go through the faculty web pages (http://chemistry.uohyd.ac.in) to get themselves familiar with the research areas of the faculty before appearing for counselling. The Online counseling is scheduled on 03-03-2021 at 02:30 PM. The eligible and interested candidates will have the option to choose the area/faculty for admission.
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